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-Determine parameters of your transmitter -Gain and phase settings -Strictly-required and optional items -Simple interface for ease of use -Highly detailed results per area -Configuration options Search for: RT-Articles RT-Articles Advertisements TRUE RADIO AMATEUR RADIO SHOWS Want to learn how to play a musical instrument, buy a synthesizer or learn to mix your
own music? Try the RT audio lessons! Get the good stuff! You'll find a lot of free information on the topics of the radio dj business, successful web design and many more! In addition, we have a lot of free lessons on subjects such as:Too much of anything can be bad. Choose carefully, or suffer. Menu Why Everything is a Remix There’s no doubt that remixes have been a
staple of pop culture for generations. Every DJ scratching the back track of a song for an entire club to hear? You know you’re living in the era of the remix. Pop songs turned into metal songs, new genres created out of new genres and ideas. The list is endless, and so the ability to remix has also been at the forefront of the history of culture, and even the worlds of
technology. Computer Aided Music When the digital age took off with the creation of the personal computer it was only natural that, for the first time, music and technology would meld. This had the effect of changing the way musicians and club moguls made music. Before the digital age there was no way to record your music. You had to turn your music into
performance before you could even play it again. While this was the only way to create music, and it was a perfect way to create the music of the past, it did not allow for the creative potential of the future. With MP3s and MP4s, anybody could create whatever they wanted, and could have it available for the world to see and hear as they wanted to. Without this, most
DJ’s and club promoters were limited to the way they heard music. They knew the style of the remix culture, or “Bootleg”, but they were unable to get the same feeling that they once had with vinyl records and turntables, or even CDs. In that time, the personal computer was a bit more of a luxury item than anything else
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A very simple application that calculates field strength, coaxial cable, EIRP/ERP, SWR, and more. It’s a universal tool, so it can be easily used for various experimental measures.I have just updated this thread to give some clarification about the P-channel MOSFETs (QCP32N300 and QCP32N300B). Below is a table that gives the specifications in the manual as well as the
figures I have measured on samples I've bought and used the chip in the previous P-channel MOSFET. Some things to be aware of before you buy:- Very high current rating as far as I can see (in the range of 30ma for the old one and up to 160ma on the new one), and with quite a bit of TO actually required to use the high current. - Needs careful routing of the GND
connection, and can easily ground yourself out if you have the PCB/Potentiometer hooked up incorrectly. - THe new one seems to have more TO resistance than the old one, so the TO rating and capacitance of your pot can be increased. If you want a suitable drive for a Flavinavs Voxbox, the QCP32N3 can be used as a simple driver chip but it has some current limiting
and voltage drop issues. For a continuous current source that does not drop to zero, there is the MCU32C (The 32 series are based on the 16 series under the MCU name). You can get the series with either 4 or 8 current limit resistors, and the 8 series also has a "maximum" (actually 375ma continuous) current rating. Hi there,I have a couple of questions regarding your
QCP32N3 series of P-channel MOSFETs:- What voltage rating are you using for the QCP32N3, please?- I have fitted your P-channel MOSFETs into my Voxbox as a simple driver but using an LRC4011 as the current limit resistor. (There is a problem with the LRC4011 turning off before the MOSFET turns off) What resistor value should I be using for the drive resistor? Thanks
in advance,Peter_________________The best camera ever made is the one that’s in your hands! (Yoda) Last edited by newb; 04-24-2012 at 11:59 3a67dffeec
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It can be used to estimate if your radio is legal for amateur radio. A Beginner's Guide to the Westbury Community Center (Westbury, NY, USA) This is a brand new facility and the Westbury community center is one of the most exciting things that has happened to our small town in some time. The building was originally designed by a certain Frederick Law Olmsted and is
considered to be a classic example of early twentieth-century park design. I found that out through the New York Times article about the new park and building, but even without knowing the history I found the building to be particularly beautiful. In this video I cover the basic layout and layout of the building. It features a large central lawn that seems to be surrounded
by a forest of trees and a wide variety of open areas in the various wings that surround the central lawn. The Westbury Community Center has a web site and I cover that as well in this video. The site has all of the information you would need on how to get to the gymnasium, the playgrounds, the pool, and the restaurant. Also, the site has information on schedules for
activities, classes for children, and it also lists who is working and what the hours are for each position. After the video I talk about the people who put this facility together and list their organizations and accomplishments. This was a pleasure to do as I found them all to be super nice people who were enthusiastic about the project. I hope you enjoy the video and please
subscribe to this channel because I will be doing more videos about all aspects of the Westbury Community Center project, including some structural engineering, site design, and cost estimates. This mini dB-Calculator application is a spin-off off my radio dB app. It was developed by me for the amateur radio community that handles using calculators on an RF spectrum
analyzer so they can make sure their equipment does not interfere with others. I also developed it to assist with some of the simple calculations needed to prove a radio is legal for amateur use. This application is still in the beta stage. I would love any feedback on this application, including ideas for future applications. ]]> How to Design a Custom Audio Interconnect for
Your Powered Speakers - DigitalGadgets.TV Tue, 10

What's New in the Mini DB-Calculator?

Calculate dB values and other variables depending on input radio frequency and other input values. Draw the attention of webmasters and web designers to your brand new web-site, try to test different things on it, try to optimize it, and see what happens. This approach is radically different to the way we normally work here at WPKube. We share a wealth of information
on this site to help you with all sorts of things, but if you have a topic you want to learn about, then you will almost certainly need to know the basics of web development, and that is where I come in. Preparing a website for a specific search engine may seem like a job too large, but it is not. Some things are not just so complex, they are often much easier said than
done, and that is exactly what you need to know so that you can make your chosen web-site work better. If you are still at a loss for what to do, then this article is just for you, and my plan is to guide you step by step through the process. Keep reading to learn some important basics of SEO. What is SEO The purpose of search engine optimization (SEO) is to make your
web-site more likely to be searched for by people using a web-browser. If that sounds simple enough then you are right, but that doesn’t mean it is easy to do. There are a lot of factors to take into account, and all of them need to be managed properly. First you need to know that the best possible score for your web-site means a lot of different things. Categories The
categories of a web-site are very important, they let people navigate through your pages using links in the order they are displayed. The way you sort your links will greatly affect your search engine rankings, even more so if you want to reach that magic number of 100. Keywords Keywords are even more important, they are usually displayed below the categories on
search engine results, and are related to the content. They should be related, that is why you need to research what people are searching for, so you can focus on the most popular subjects. It is still far easier to optimize a web-site for 50 than it is for 100, so consider where your focus is going to be. Content If you are not the person who creates all the content on your
web-site, then you are probably
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